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Assessing the ability of the ENSEMBLES gridded observational and
regional climate mode data to represent extremes in the Eastern
Mediterranean
Effie Kostopoulou, Christos Giannakopoulos, Maria Hatzaki
National Observatory of Athens, Athens, Greece

Summary
Within the ENSEMBLES project, an integrated set of model simulations has been
developed to reproduce changes in present and future climate. In addition, a gridded
observational dataset of daily precipitation and temperature has been produced on the
basis of a European network of high quality station series. This study evaluates the
accuracy of the ENSEMBLES datasets to reproduce extreme climate indices in the
eastern Mediterranean region. The analysis is carried out for several climate indices,
appropriate for monitoring impacts on a number of sectors. The comparison is
initially implemented between station and the nearest-gridded observed data at
selected sites of the eastern Mediterranean, and then extended to data from several
regional climate model outputs. Deviations were detected in locations with
particularly complex topography, which are often not well represented by models.
Extreme climate indices were subsequently calculated from ENSEMBLES regional
models’ data and their reliability was assessed against extreme gridded observational
indices.
Keywords: Extreme climate indices; Eastern Mediterranean; ENSEMBLES Regional
Climate Models; ENSEMBLES daily gridded observational dataset
1. Introduction
Accumulating evidence of a changing climate has increased interest in
whether the intensity and frequency of extreme climate events are expected to change
in the future. As a result, a large number of studies are undertaken focusing on climate
extremes and their societal, ecological and economic impacts. In recent research
projects, emphasis is given on developing hindcast and forecast climate systems in
order to obtain high temporal and spatial resolution data fields. Within the framework
of the EU-funded ENSEMBLES project several high resolution regional climate
models (RCMs) were developed at a high horizontal resolution (25km) under the
IPCC SRES A1B scenario of future climate change. The purpose of this paper is
twofold: first to test the reliability of the ENSEMBLES daily gridded observational
(EOBS) dataset based on comparison with local station data; and second, to use this
high resolution gridded observational dataset as reference to assess the performance
of several ENSEMBLES transient RCM simulations to reproduce extreme climate
indices in the eastern Mediterranean region.
The performance of the various ENSEMBLES datasets is assessed based on
climate indices associated with minimum, maximum temperature and precipitation.
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The evaluation has been initially implemented between the station and the nearestgridded observed (E-OBS) data at selected sites of the eastern Mediterranean, and
then extended to several RCM simulations. More specifically, the current validation
study was undertaken to 1) compare ENSEMBLES daily observational (E-OBS)
gridded mean, maximum, minimum temperature (TM, TX, TN respectively) and
precipitation against observed data from 51 meteorological stations distributed
throughout the Balkan Peninsula and western Turkey, and 2) evaluate six
ENSEMBLES models compared to the EOBS dataset. The main purpose of the study
is to provide a reliability assessment of the ENSEMBLES models to simulate climate
extreme indices.
The analysis of the data incorporated: (1) data visualization tools such as time
series plots, scatter plots, and box-and-whisker plots to visualize the trends and
variability in the compared datasets; (2) statistical analysis through correlation
analyses, quantile-quantile plots to determine the similarity between the datasets; and
(3) spatial distribution by constructing maps of the distribution of the parameters of
interest to illustrate the spatial relationship of datasets to the examined locations of the
domain of study.
2. Data description
The station observations constitute a collection of 51 daily resolution time
series distributed throughout the Balkan Peninsula and western Turkey. A large
proportion of these data derived from the European Climate Assessment database
(Klein Tank et al. 2002; Klok and Klein Tank, 2009), while other data have been
obtained from local meteorological services. Figure 1 shows the geographical
locations of the stations utilised in the evaluation study. The ENSEMBLES
observational datafiles contain gridded data for 4 variables (daily mean temperature
TM, daily minimum temperature TN, daily maximum temperature TX and daily
precipitation sum RR). They cover the area: 25N-75N x 40W-75E (for further details,
see Haylock et al., 2008). Regarding regional climate models 6 high resolution RCMs
were used. These are presented in Table 1. Four out of the six RCM datasets extend to
2100. A brief description of these models follows:
(1) The first model ‘C4IRCA3’ is provided by the Community Climate
Change Consortium for Ireland (C4I). This is based on the third version of the Rossby
Centre regional Atmospheric Climate model (RCA3) driven by the HadCM3Q16
high-sensitivity simulation (Kjellström et al., 2005, Jones et al., 2004). The model
uses 206*206 horizontal grid points and 31 vertical levels.
(2) The second RCM used ‘CNRM-RM4.5’ is the ALADIN-Climate which is
developed at Météo-France/CNRM (Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques)
and it is described in Déqué and Somot (2007) and Radu et al. (2008). This model
uses 31 vertical levels and 128*120 (lat x lon) horizontal grids.
(3) The third model ‘KNMI-RACMO2’, used in this work, was provided by
the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (Koninklijk Nederlands
Meteorologisch Instituut, widely known as KNMI). The KNMI regional climate
model RACMO2 (Lenderink et al., 2003; van den Hurk et al., 2006) is forced with
output from a transient run conducted with the ECHAM5 GCM. This model uses 40
vertical levels on a horizontal 95*85 (lat x lon) grid.
(4) The fourth model ‘METNOHIRHAM’ was developed in the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute and it is based on Version 5 of the HIRHAM regional climate
model (Christensen et al., 1996; Haugen and Haakenstad, 2006) driven by the Bergen
Climate Model (BCM), a fully-coupled, global climate model that provides state-of3

the-art computer simulations of the Earth's past, present, and future climate. This
model uses 31 vertical levels and horizontal grid of 213*198 (lat x lon) grid points.
(5) The fifth model ‘METO-HC_HadRM3Q’ was produced in the UK Met
Office and it based on the HadCM3Q global climate model. The RCM is projected on
a rotated pole projection, with regular latitude/longitude. The number of horizontal
grid points is 214x220 (lat x lon) and the number vertical levels is 19 (Collins et al,
2006).
(6) The sixth model used is the ‘MPI-M-REMO’ (Jacob, 2001; Jacob, et al.,
2001) which has been developed in the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPIM), Hamburg in Germany. The parent GCM is the ECHAM5 and the RCM has been
projected on a rotated spherical coordinate system. This model covers 109 x 121 grid
points horizontally with 27 vertical levels in the atmosphere.

Figure 1: Location of meteorological stations used in this study. The colorbar represents
altitudes (in metres).

Table 1: Transient experiments 1951-2050 or 1951-2100 driven by global experiments
Institute

Parent GGM

RCM

Acronym

Period

C4I

HadCM3

RCA

C4IRCA3

1951-2100

CNRM

ARPEGE

ALADIN

CNRM-RM4.5

1951-2050

KNMI

ECHAM5

RACMO

KNMI-RACMO2

1951-2100

METNO

BCM

HIRHAM

METNOHIRHAM

1951-2050

METOHC

HadCM3Q0

HadRM3Q0

METO-HC_HadRM3Q0

1951-2100

MPI

ECHAM5

REMO

MPI-M-REMO

1951-2100
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3. Comparison of station vs. ENSEMBLES gridded-observed data
3.1 Raw Data
Temperature and precipitation raw station data were compared to the EOBS
data extracted from the nearest gridpoint. We constructed box-and-whisker plots of
the daily average differences between EOBS and Station data, to evaluate the EOBS
dataset. In Figure 2, comparative box-and-whisker plots for the temperature
differences (EOBS-Stations) are presented for 43 of the studied sites. These sites are
selected as their series coverage is complete (no data are missing). The box-andwhisker plots illustrate the range of the differences in daily data between the two
datasets for the period 1961-1990. The boxes define the interquartile range, which is a
measure of the dispersion in a set of data. The closer the clustering of values around
the median, the smaller the interquartile range. The value of the interquartile range is
important when two sets of data are compared. Another attribute we considered in
companion with the interquartile range is the median scores. The median represents
the mid-point value and half the number of values lies above and below this point.
The interquartile range, along with the medians of the calculated differences, is useful
for establishing a preliminary insight into the similarity between the two datasets.

Figure 2: Box-and-whisker plots displaying the range of the differences in daily data of the
two datasets for the period 1961-1990.

Regarding mean temperature TM, in most cases the first and the third quartile
are tightly clustered around the median, which is distributed around zero. Few larger
differences in the mean temperature values are seen for the stations of Bjelasnica,
Mostar, Arad, Baia Mare, Murska Sobota, Novo Mesto and Antalya. Similar results
are obtained for maximum temperature TX with small differences appearing in most
stations. It is however notable that negative differences dominate the box-and-whisker
plot, indicating a general tendency of the EOBS to underestimate maximum
temperatures in most sites. This underestimation is more pronounced in the stations of
Mostar (highly underestimated TX), Kalamata, Baia Mare, Novo Mesto, Antalya,
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Bursa and Mugla. On the contrary, EOBS seem to overestimate TX in the stations of
Bjelasnica.. As far as the differences in minimum temperature TN are concerned,
small differences between the examined EOBS and the station dataset are also
evident. Individual stations exhibit larger differences and these are, as previously,
Bjelasnica, Mostar, Murska Sobota, Novo Mesto and Antalya. In addition, the
minimum temperature is found to be underestimated, in a set of stations which
seemed to reveal better results for the two other temperature variables. These are all
Romanian stations, namely: Arad, Baia Mare, Bucuresti, Buzau, Calarasi, Drobeta, Tg
Jiu. Large deviations in TN between station and modelled data for these sites have
been reported in earlier studies too (Moberg and Jones, 2004; Kostopoulou et al.,
2008).
Subsequently, scatter plots of the EOBS against the station TM data were
produced to graphically determine the degree of association between the two datasets.
To minimize the noise possibly caused by the mean field, anomalies were computed
and used to produce the scatter diagrams. The plots corresponding to 12 sites are
presented in Figure 3. In all cases the shape and the direction of the scatter clouds
denote positive correlations between the series. Lower correlations can be identified
in few only stations such as Murska Sobota, Novo Mesto and Antalya.

Figure 3: Scatter plots of the corresponding pairs of observed and EOBS 1961-2000 mean
temperature anomalies in 12 representative sites.

3.2 Climate Indices
The main purpose of this study is to assess the skill of the EOBS dataset to
reproduce climate extremes. To meet this aim a set of four temperature and four
precipitation indices were selected and calculated for each year and each season of the
year by both datasets for the 51 studied sites. The temperature indices are the (i) 90th
percentile of maximum temperature (txq90), (ii) 10th percentile of minimum
temperature (tnq10), (ii) number of frost days (tnfd) and (iv) heatwave duration
(txhwd). With respect to precipitation the indices used are the (i) 90th percentile of
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rainday amounts (pq90), (ii) maximum number of consecutive dry days (pxcdd), (iii)
the greatest 5-day total precipitation (px5d) and the (iv) number of events with
precipitation exceeding the long-term 90th percentile (pnl90).
The intra-annual differences between each pair of indices (based on EOBS and
Station datasets) were calculated and illustrated in maps. Four of these are displayed
in Figure 4 for 11 randomly chosen sites. These sites are selected in various
locations/altitudes to represent the variant climate features and contrasted topography
of the area under study. With respect to summer txq90 (Figure 4a) biases are
relatively small ranging around 0.5oC. In few cases this index is underestimated
(negative differences) in stations such as Ioannina, Novo Mesto, Nis, reaching -3oC.
This exercise was also adopted for winter tnq10 (Figure 4b). This parameter is found
to be underestimated in a number of stations such as Helliniko, Ioannina, Istanbul,
Izmir and Nis. In fewer cases the tnq10 index is overestimated, for instance in Murska
(up to 10oC) and Novi Sad. Overall, summer txq90 was better reproduced by the
EOBS than winter txq10 in the domain of study.
The tnfd index is important especially for continental and high altitude
regions. The EOBS dataset tended to overestimate winter tnfd in low elevated regions
(where winter tnfd is actually low), such as Thessaloniki, Istanbul and Izmir. Overall
this index was found problematic to reproduce and results varied considerably among
stations. Analysing results for two stations located in the western part of the Balkan
Peninsula in altitudes higher than 200m, namely Nis in the Republic of Serbia and
Novo Mesto in Slovenia, it was seen that winter tnfd was overestimated in the first
and underestimated in the second case. Nevertheless the biases were not too large as
they are approximately in the order of 7 to 12 days per year.
Subsequently, seasonal (winter and autumn) and annual indices were calculated for
four precipitation indices. Regarding annual pq90 (Figure 4c) the EOBS seems to
sufficiently reproduce the station pq90 with only slight underestimations. The largest
deviation was observed in the station of Ioannina which is underestimated by an
average amount of 10mm per annum. This station is located in the mountainous,
western part of Greece which receives the highest precipitation amounts across the
country. The seasonal scores of the index present larger biases especially in autumn
(not shown). Deviations as large as 10mm were evident at several stations, for
example in Tirana, Ioannina, Murska, Novo Mesto and Izmir. In contrast, the seasonal
px5d index (not shown) is better simulated by the EOBS than the annual ones, with
the latter being largely underestimated in most cases (Figure 4d). The difference time
series of the seasonal px5d shows variable behaviour with smaller or larger deviations
depending on the location (not shown). Larger biases were noted in stations located
along the large mountain ranges in the western Balkan Peninsula. On the windward
side of the mountains, these stations (Tirana, Ioannina, Murska, Novo Mesto) have
more rainy days and the rain intensity is higher. Similarly, smaller biases are found
for the seasonal pnl90 index (not shown) scores compared to the annual ones. As
before, large biases are observed in stations in the western Balkans.
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Figure 4: Intra-annual differences between EOBS and station data for four extreme climate
indices.
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3.3 Climate Indices – Spatial patterns
Mean seasonal and annual values for the indices were subsequently considered
from the reference (station) and the evaluated (EOBS) datasets and their differences
and correlations were calculated and spatially portrayed on maps. In general, negative
differences dominate the study region in the figures referring to txq90 and tnq10
(Figure 5). In particular, EOBS underestimate txq90 and tnq10 by up to 3oC in the
north-western part of the region in stations along the Dinaric Alps. The pattern
corresponding to tnfd is quite the opposite of that for tnq10. In general, the index is
overestimated in most of the region except for the north-western part, which reveals
underestimation in the number of frost days. Nevertheless, the results are not clear
regarding the number of frost days in winter, as bands of overestimated index scores
follow others with underestimated index values. If one is to draw a general conclusion
from these findings, it is that winter tnfd is overestimated (underestimated) by EOBS
in continental (coastal) regions. The panel for txhwd presents negative differences in
txhwd in latitudes northern than 43oN, as well as in the south-east part of the chart,
and small positive in the remaining part of the region. However, the biases associated
with this index are not too high.

Figure 5: Bias maps for the EOBS for four temperature indices. Units are in degrees Celsius.
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The correlation patterns (Figure 6) for the temperature indices of the two pairs
of data reveal high correlations in the mainland of the domain of study. High
correlation coefficients (r = 0.9) are seen for txq90 and tnq10 to a large extent in the
central Balkan Peninsula. Regarding tnfd, correlation coefficients range between 0.7 –
0.9 over the study region. The heatwave duration index (txhwd) is better reproduced
in central Balkans, while low correlation coefficients (r < 0.5) can be seen in the
westernmost and easternmost parts of the area.

Figure 6: Spatial correlation maps between EOBS and station for four temperature indices. In
all cases correlation coefficients are found significant at the 95% confidence level.

A closer look in the precipitation indices correlations (Figure 7) also reveals
high correlations in the central Balkan Peninsula, especially for annual and seasonal
pq90 and px5d. A primary cell of coefficients as high as r ≥ 0.8 lies along the western
Balkans, whereas a secondary cell (r ≈ 0.8) becomes apparent in the north-eastern part
of the study area. Regarding summer the correlation coefficients range between r =
0.6 to r = 0.9. The highest values are detected in the western Balkan coast, together
with central and eastern Greece. Pnl90 reveals correlations between 0.7 to 0.9 in
largest part of the study region.
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Figure 7: Spatial correlation maps between EOBS and station for four precipitation indices.
In all cases correlation coefficients are found significant at the 95% confidence level.

Figure 8: Bias maps for the EOBS for four precipitation indices. Units are in mm.
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Figure 8 spatially illustrate the biases of the EOBS in producing precipitation
indices. It is seen that annual and seasonal pq90 are underestimated by an average 4 to
5 mm in most sites, while in few sites the bias exceeds 10mm. Px5d is also
underestimated approximately by 10mm in the greater part of the study domain.
Summer ccd is slightly underestimated in most of the central Balkan region, while
larger underestimations are seen in the high altitude western part of the region. The
pnl90 index is better reproduced both annually and seasonally, especially for winter.

3.4 Comparison of EOBS and stations trend patterns
To further investigate the ability of the EOBS dataset to define climate
extremes, trends in the studied seasonal and annual extreme indices were estimated
for the 1961-2000 period, and schematically represented on maps. Figure 9 displays
the maps for the temperature indices, and provides a clearer picture of the patterns of
trends in extreme indices than have been calculated with both EOBS and station data.
The panels on the left illustrate the trends estimated by EOBS, and the panels on the
right the trends estimated by the station data.
The overall patterns remain similar in terms of the positive and negative
trends, as they are defined in the study locations by either dataset. Generally, positive
trends are defined for txq90 and txhwd, as well as for tnq10 in most sites. Regarding
tnfd negative trends are found for the majority of the study stations. The trends seem
to be better simulated at sites located in latitudes below 42oN. Regarding summer
txq90 and txhwd generally positive trends have been identified over the domain of
study, with larger trends appearing in the western part of the Balkan Peninsula. The
EOBS dataset tends to overestimate the trends in stations located above 42oN
latitudes. For instance in some stations located in Bosnia and Herzegovina the trends
range between 0.5-0.8oC and 0.8-1.2oC per decade for the station and the EOBS
datasets approximately. In the eastern part of the domain, especially over the
Romanian territory, the station data reveal trends between 0.4-0.8oC while the EOBS
dataset defines overestimated trends with magnitudes greater than 0.8oC. The txhwd
trends as defined by EOBS and station data present quite similar patterns. In general
increasing trends of about one (two) additional day per decade in heatwave duration is
found in southern (northern) stations.
The EOBS seem to accurately estimate the trends in extreme TN indices
especially for txq90. Positive trends are found for the extreme low temperatures
(tnq10), mainly in northern latitudes (>42oN), which are accompanied by negative
trends in the number of frost days (tnfd). Discontinuities between EOBS and station
TN-indices trend patterns are observed in the western Balkan coast, regarding txq90,
where the EOBS slightly underestimate trends. In contrast, EOBS overestimate trends
in the number of frost days in few stations in central Balkans, particularly some
Romanian stations. This is in agreement with our previous findings, as well as
findings from other studies, which all agree that TN is not well reproduced in this
area. Specifically, the EOBS succeeded in estimating the effective trend slope, but
revealed more moderate trend amplitudes than the station data.
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Figure 9: Trends of summer TXQ90, TXHWD and winter TNQ10, TNFD as defined by
EOBS (left panels) and station (right panels) observations. Upward (downward) triangles
denote increasing (decreasing) trends, red (blue) indicates warming (cooling) trends, while the
size of the marker is proportional to the magnitude of the trend. Trends are expressed as
number of days per decade.

Regarding the precipitation indices trends (Figure 10), the general patterns are
well captured by the EOBS. In particular, the annual and seasonal pq90 trends seem
slightly stronger in the EOBS patterns. Discrepancies are detected in higher latitudes
(>42oN). For instance, increasing trends are defined in western Balkans by the EOBS
which however are not seen in all sites by the station data. The EOBS pxcdd trend
patterns are in good agreement with those provided by the station data, except for the
summer pxcdd trends which appear more pronounced in western Balkans. The intense
precipitation trends (px5d and pnl90) are also found slightly overestimated in the
western part of the study domain.
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Figure 10: As in figure 9 except for precipitation indices.
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3.5 Quantile-Quantile plots
The similarity of EOBS and station distributions of temperature and
precipitation indices is also assessed by quantile-quantile (QQ) plots. In QQ plots, the
estimated quantiles of the sorted EOBS and the observed station indices are
compared. By a quantile, we identify the percent of index-scores below a given value.
Use of a QQ plot to compare two datasets is a non-parametric and more powerful
approach than common techniques of comparing histograms of the two datasets. In a
QQ plot shifts in location, shifts in scale, changes in symmetry, and the presence of
outliers can be detected. For example, if the two datasets come from populations
whose distributions differ only by a shift in location, the points should lie along a
straight line that is displaced either up or down from the 45-degree reference line.
Figure 11 presents QQ plots of txq90 and tnq10 in twelve representative stations.
These are scatter plots of quantiles computed from each sample, with a dashed line
drawn between the first and third quartiles (25th and 75th percentiles). If the data falls
near the line, it is reasonable to assume that the two samples have similar
distributions. The summer txq90 QQ plots indicate similar distributions in both sets in
most locations. The slight s-shaped plot in the case of Murska Sobota indicates that
EOBS has fewer points at the extreme of its range than does the station dataset. The
opposite can be seen in some cases (e.g Izmir, Novi Sad). Regarding winter tnq10, the
QQ plots show the data accumulating near the dashed line, and this indicates the both
sets have similar distributions. However, in this case it is seen that EOBS
overestimates the index in many sites (e.g. Helliniko, Thessaloniki, Novo Mesto).
Similarly, QQ plots are presented in Figure 12 for pq90 and px5d. It is evident
that extreme precipitation indices are more difficult to be assessed, as QQ plots are
not approximately linear. Nevertheless, as far as pq90 is concerned, in most stations
the points are gathered along the dashed line, although we can see relatively large
random "wiggles" for the smaller and larger values. Generally, the QQ plots show that
the two sets have essentially similar distributions. In many plots the EOBS scale is
smaller compared to that for the station data, indicating an underestimation of the
extreme precipitation. For example, in Ioannina station the upper quantiles scores are
above the line however, the EOBS seem too dry in heavy precipitation (according to
the y-axis scale). In contrast, the px5d QQ plot for this station provides better results,
therefore the underestimation of extremely heavy precipitation is probably owned to
convective events which are not sufficiently reproduced by the EOBS. Finally, the
px5d QQ plots for the remaining stations reveal that this index is adequately
represented by the EOBS. Exceptions are spotted in Murska Sobota, where the EOBS
tend to underestimate the extreme scores of this index, while in Antalya the index in
extremely underestimated by the EOBS.
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Figure 11: QQ plots of EOBS and station summer txq90 and winter tnq10 in 12 sites.
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Figure 12: QQ plots of EOBS and station annual pq90 and winter px5d in 12 sites.
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4. Evaluation of ENSEMBLES models vs. ENSEMBLES gridded-observed data
A similar analysis was carried out in order to evaluate the ability of six
ENSEMBLES model to assess extreme climate indices. In this case the EOBS set
serves as reference data. Correlations, biases and trends were estimated and spatially
illustrated on maps and discussed as follows.
4.1 Model Temperature Climate Indices
Figure 13 presents the correlation results for txq90 and tnq10 between EOBS
and each model. Correlation scores largely vary among models. Regarding extreme
high temperature (txq90) slight positive correlations are found between EOBS and
METO-HC and MIP models. KNMI and METNO do not appear sensitive enough to
estimate txq90 compared to the index as defined by EOBS. The coefficients in most
sites range around zero. C4I presents particularly negative correlations in many sites
in western and central Balkans (Figure 13). Analysing the differences between txq90
defined by EOBS and models presents negative differences in large part of the study
region by most models, which in some cases present overestimations as high as 10oC.
Among the six examined models CNRM and METNO are those displaying the
smallest biases (Figure 13).
With respect to tnq10, negative correlations mainly appear, which get stronger
in northern latitudes (>42oN). An interesting feature in these plots is that substantially
high correlations are found in scattered sites around the domain of study. Namely
these are: Mostar (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Negotin, Nis, Novi Sad (Republic of
Serbia) and Larissa (central Greece). It is worth to note that these spots with maxima
in correlations appear in all models.
Subsequently, Figure 14 shows the models biases in relation to the EOBS data
for txq90 and tnq10. In terms of txq90, large negative differences dominate large part
of the study region with biases reaching -10oC, in C4I, METO-HC and MPI models.
KNMI also shows negative biases, while the index is better reproduced by CNRM and
METNO. The difference plots associated to tnq10 reveal smaller biases (compared to
txq90). Among models MPI and C4I present large negative biases while the
remaining four models reproduce generally well the tnq10 index.
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4.2 Comparison of EOBS and models temperature trend patterns
Least-squares linear regression was applied to determine trends in models’
estimations of climate extremes and those for txq90 and tnq10 are presented in Figure
15. According to EOBS a general positive trend pattern in txq90 is defined over the
domain of study. Larger trends are detected in sites located in latitudes northern than
42oN The CNRM model resembles well this pattern, with the only exception of
overestimating the rate of increase in some locations. METO-HC reproduces
adequately the increasing trends, except for the underestimations in the western coast
of the Balkan region. C4I and METNO also define positive trends but they appear
rather modest and do not represent the actual increasing rate. The remaining two
models, MPI and KNMI reveal small increasing trends in many stations, as well as
decreasing trends in a number of sites. MPI presents negative trends in txq90 in
northern stations of central Balkans, while KNMI in most stations of the western and
southern parts of the domain of study. Models seem to fail in reproducing the
txq90trends in these locations, as all sites have shown positive trends according to the
meteorological observations (see Figure 8).
Regarding tnq10, EOBS reveal positive trends in the range of up to 1oC per
decade. In this case, most models accurately represent these trends. The only
exception is METNO, which presents decreasing trends in a large number of sites,
most of them located between 18 to 24o eastern longitudes.
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Figure 13: Correlation maps between EOBS and models for extreme maximum/minimum temperatures (txq90 and tnq10 respectively).
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Figure 14: Models biases maps for extreme maximum/minimum temperatures (txq90 and tnq10 respectively). Units are in degrees Celsius.
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Figure 15: Trend maps for EOBS and models for extreme maximum/minimum temperatures (txq90 and tnq10 respectively).Trends are expresses as degrees
Celsius per decade.
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4.3 Model Precipitation Climate Indices
The correlation analysis for precipitation indices between EOBS and six
models did not deliver encouraging results as most correlation coefficients are in the
order of r= ±0.50. In many cases negative correlations were defined which
nevertheless do not exceed r = -0.50. In an attempt to summarize the results presented
for annual pq90 in Figure 16, positive correlations are found between EOBS and C4I
in westernmost coast of the study region. However, this finding is important as this is
the wettest part of the domain of study, and the C4I model succeeded in representing
an index of extreme precipitation such as pq90. KNMI also presents large part of the
study region with positive correlations in the western and central Balkans, and CNRM
presents a cell of positive correlations in the northwestern part of the domain, but
negative correlations in most of the remaining area. METNO, METO-HC and MPI
reveal mainly negative or no correlations over the study region.
Subsequently, we calculated and displayed on maps the biases between EOBS
and models annual pq90 index (Figure 17). Regarding, the three models which
showed the lowest correlations (namely: METNO, METO-HC, MPI) we see positive
biases reaching 10mm in the central sector and negative (as high as -10mm) in the
northeastern and eastern parts of the region. METO-HC and MPI show mainly
negative biases, which again reach magnitudes of about -10mm. The remaining three
models (i.e. C4I, CNRM and KNMI) have shown lower biases. For example, C4I and
CNRM present some substantial positive biases in southern Greece and KNMI a
negative bias in northwestern Greece.

4.4 Comparison of EOBS and models precipitation trend patterns
Finally, we examined the ability of models to reproduce trends in precipitation
indices. The results obtained did not provide a very clear picture and is therefore
preventative for one to draw a concrete conclusion. However, this analysis comprises
a tool in order to distinguish which models provide more reliable results for the
domain of our study. An example is presented in Figure 18. The top panel on the left
shows the trends as calculated by the EOBS dataset and this provides a reference for
comparison with the six models which are subsequently shown in Figure 18. Hence,
regarding annual pq90, the EOBS data define positive trends in the northwestern part
of the study region, and mainly negative trends in the remaining sites, with few
scattered exceptions. The positive (negative) trends are in the order of up to 2 (-2) mm
per decade.
First, one can see that the models are close enough in the magnitude pf the
pq90 trends. Among models, KNMI and CNRM are those that overall reproduce well
the pq90 trends and the third best contestant is METO-HC followed by C4I which
presents some contrasting results over Turkey and some sites in central Balkans. The
remaining two models provide the least reliable trend patterns, and particularly the
one by METNO which shows positive pq90 trends in the majority of the stations
studied.
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Figure 16: Correlation maps between EOBS and models for extreme precipitation.
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Figure 17: Models biases maps for extreme precipitation (pq90). Units are in mm.
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mm/decade

Figure 18: Trends maps for EOBS and models for extreme annual precipitation (pq90).
Trends are expressed as mm per decade.
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5. Summary
This study has firstly provided an evaluation between station and the nearestgridded observed (E-OBS) data at selected sites of the eastern Mediterranean, and
then extended to several RCM simulations. The EOBS dataset satisfactorily
reproduced temperature climate indices for most study sites. Larger deviations were
obtained in stations located in the western coast of the Balkan Peninsula in the
vicinity of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia and the Republic of Serbia. As
expected, the reproduction of precipitation indices was less accurate, in particular for
locations with complex topography. Regarding extreme temperature and precipitation
indices, the summer txq90 was adequately reproduced by the EOBS dataset, with only
few underestimations at high altitude stations. In contrast, the tnq10 index was
underestimated in a number of stations close to sea level. Overall summer txq90 was
better reproduced by the EOBS than winter txq10 in the domain of study. Regarding
annual pq90 the EOBS seems to sufficiently reproduce the station pq90 with only
slight underestimations. The seasonal scores of the index present larger biases
especially in autumn. In contrast, the seasonal px5d index is better simulated by the
EOBS than the annual ones, with the latter being largely underestimated in many
cases.
The spatial maps of the EOBS biases showed underestimated txq90 and tnq10
by up to 3oC in the north-western part of the region in stations along the Dinaric Alps.
The correlation spatial patterns between the two sets of data for the temperature
indices reveal high correlations in the mainland of the domain of study. High
correlations were also seen in the precipitation indices around the central Balkan
Peninsula, especially for annual and seasonal pq90 and px5d. The highest values are
detected in the western Balkan coast, together with central and eastern Greece.
Regarding the bias analysis, both annual and seasonal pq90 were found
underestimated by an average 4 to 5 mm, px5d by approximately 10mm. Summer ccd
was only slightly underestimated in the central Balkan region, while larger
underestimations are seen in the high altitude western part of the region. The pnl90
index is better reproduced both annually and seasonally, and particularly well for
winter. In addition, the EOBS seemed to accurately estimate the trends in extreme
temperature and precipitation indices. The intense precipitation trends (px5d and
pnl90) are only found slightly overestimated in the western part of the study domain.
Extreme climate indices were subsequently calculated from ENSEMBLES regional
models’ data and their reliability was assessed against those obtained from the EOBS
dataset. The results varied largely among sites. In some cases all models performed
adequately, while for other sites some models did better than others. Regarding the
bias analysis tnq10 was better simulated by models than txq90. Among models
CNRM, METNO and KNMI were those revealing the smallest differences compared
to the EOBS dataset. Regarding precipitation indices the correlation analysis did not
provide encouraging results, and large biases were found. In general, the diverse
behaviour among models showed that the accuracy of each model depends on the
index and the location studied. Overall, the Balkan Peninsula is a region with variable
topography features, and in combination with its location far from the model’s
western boundary, constitutes a region particularly difficult for regional models to
simulate, with lateral boundary conditions situated in the Atlantic (Jacob et al. 2007,
Kostopoulou et al., 2009). Recent studies are using combinations of multi-models
outputs to improve estimates (Fowler et al. 2007; Hanel et al., 2009), and this
approach we plan to adopt in our future research study.
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